Reinventing retail:
What Businesses Need to
Know for 2014
Walker Sands’ 2014 Future of Retail Study

Walker Sands’ 2014 Future of Retail Study examines changing trends and consumer behaviors in retail. Based on
an analysis of more than 1,000 U.S. consumers, Walker Sands’ latest survey uncovers what consumers want in an
omni-channel shopping experience and how retailers can use technology to increase sales in 2014 and beyond.
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Executive Summary
While it’s no secret that the introduction of new technology

technology companies anticipate consumer behaviors in

is rapidly changing retail, businesses are still figuring out

2014 and beyond.

how to use these technologies to their advantage to better
understand customers and get ahead of trends.

What follows is an analysis of consumer expectations for
the future of online and in-store retail, as well as several

Walker Sands conducted its 2014 Future of Retail Study to

key findings that demonstrate how retailers can adjust

gain a comprehensive understanding of consumer shopping

strategies to improve engagement and differentiate their

behaviors, including their preferences for using new retail

brands from much larger competitors such as Amazon.

technologies when shopping online, in store, on mobile and
social. A survey of more than 1,000 U.S. consumers, Walker
Sands’ 2014 Future of Retail Study aims to help retail

Today’s Consumers are Shopping Online Frequently
– on Amazon

40%

Online shopping has reached a pivotal tipping point
with less than 1 percent of consumers surveyed in the
Future of Retail Study stating they never shop online.
The majority of consumers (62 percent) shop online at

20%

least once a month demonstrating a major opportunity

17%

for retailers who have strategies in place to generate
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revenue across channels.
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The most common types of products purchased online in the last year include:

69%

67%

Although the rate at which consumers are

63%

shopping online still has room to grow, certain
industries, such as consumer electronics, books
and clothing are seeing more than half of their
38%

shoppers going online to make a purchase. Some
of these retailers are already reaping the benefits
Luxury
goods

of solid online strategies, while some continue to
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fall behind. Retailers in other industries should
take lessons from those already facing the
majority of customers making online purchases as
their customers continue to become more virtual.

Source: Walker Sands’ 2014 Future of Retail Study

Which of the Following Would You Never Purchase from
Amazon.com?

37%
29%

Walker Sands’ 2014 Future of Retail Study
found that 95 percent of consumers have
11%

purchased from Amazon in the past year.

6%

Most surprisingly, 40 percent of shoppers
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comfortable purchasing from Amazon.
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categories that consumers would not feel

Books

from Amazon. In fact, there are few product

Consumer
electronics

are willing to purchase any type of product

Source: Walker Sands’ 2014 Future of Retail Study

While it’s not surprising that more consumers are shopping

Retailers who offer added value to customers through

online, the rate at which they’re purchasing on Amazon

some of tactics listed below, such as free or fast shipping,

causes concerns for retailers, especially as the frequency

will see high returns from their investments.

and range of product types they are willing to purchase
from Amazon continues to expand.
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Free and Expedited Shipping Among Top Drivers for
Increasing Online Spending
Retailers must act quickly to provide an experience on par

reality capabilities that retailers can provide to drive more

with, or better than Amazon to capture a greater share of

consumers to purchase on their website.

the online market and profits. The Future of Retail Study
uncovered a number of offerings, including free shipping

Consumers would be more likely to purchase products

and returns, enhanced site security and augmented

online if they were offered:

80%
66%

64%
48%
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Source: Walker Sands’ 2014 Future of Retail Study

While it’s a common misconception that the only way

Consumers are comfortable purchasing large ticket items

retailers can compete with Amazon.com is through price-

costing hundreds of dollars online without seeing the

matching tactics, it can be difficult for retailers, especially

product in person first. Forty-five percent of consumers

smaller businesses, to keep up with the low prices and cut

are willing to spend as much as $500 on a product online

overhead enough to match or beat Amazon.com, while

without seeing it in-person first, and nearly one-in-10

still earning a profit. By paying closer attention to the

consumers are willing to spend more than $1,000 online

above tactics, or offering additional benefits to customers

without seeing a product in person.

retailers have several opportunities to create experiences
that exceed Amazon.com.
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Free shipping and faster delivery also facilitate higher price point purchases by consumers. When free shipping and returns
are offered, consumers spend even more online:

»»
21%
»»
16%

21 percent of consumers will spend
between $501 to $1,000 on an
online product with free shipping
and returns,
compared with 16 percent of
consumers who are willing to spend
the same amount without free
shipping and returns.

»»
30%

Nearly 30 percent of consumers
will spend more than $1,000 on a
product online with free shipping
and returns, versus 10 percent
who would do so without free
shipping and returns.

Source: Walker Sands’ 2014 Future of Retail Study

While free and fast delivery can be costly for retailers the study demonstrates they could be well worth the investment if
customers purchase as much more as they say they would.

Consumers Want In Store and Online Experiences
to Collide
Another way retailers can differentiate themselves from Amazon and capture a greater portion of online sales is by providing
a truly omni-channel experience and greater personalization.

Consumers are shopping on a range of devices simultaneously – 64 percent of consumers have used

64%

their mobile device to research products while in a brick-and-mortar location. It’s critical for retailers
to provide a seamless experience as they move from a mobile device to in-store to their laptops.

Fifty-two percent of consumers would be more likely to shop at a retailer offering in-store navigation

52%

on a mobile device, and 59 percent would be more likely to shop at a store offering self-checkout via a

59%
44%

mobile device.

Personalization is also a significant differentiator driving customers to purchase from Amazon. Fortyfour percent of consumers “strongly agree” or “agree” that they want product recommendations based
on past purchases like Amazon offers. Shoppers who use mobile devices while at a brick-and-mortar
location are also 21 percent more likely to want Amazon-like personalization when shopping in store.

Source: Walker Sands’ 2014 Future of Retail Study
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Social is an Integral Omni-channel Component
Consumers are engaging with brands more on social and it’s becoming
a critical piece of the omni-channel strategy. Three in five consumers
interact with brands on social media. The most popular channel is
Facebook, which 55 percent of consumers report engaging with
brands on, followed by Twitter (21 percent) and Pinterest (10 percent).
Additionally, YouTube videos have influenced a purchase at least once

55%
10%

for 53 percent of consumers. Seventeen percent of consumers have
discovered a product through Pinterest.
The most popular reason consumers interact with brands on social media
is for coupons and promotions (78 percent of consumers). Consumers also
use social media to discover the latest news and products from brands (65

21%

percent of consumers), receive customer support (24 percent), and to see
what others are buying (19 percent).

Source: Walker Sands’ 2014 Future of Retail Study

While consumers are flocking to social sites to discover and even purchase products, many retailers still aren’t yet taking full
advantage of strategies to drive social sales. As consumers continue to become more comfortable with shopping via social,
there will be opportunities for retailers who include social as a part of the commerce strategy to see big returns.

Move to a Cashless Society
Plastic has established a stronghold among today’s consumers. Sixty-two percent of consumers
surveyed in the 2014 Future of Retail Study reported having less than $20 cash on hand.
Only one in four consumers have used cash to pay for something in the last 24 hours.
Forty-three percent of consumers haven’t used cash in the last three days, and 23 percent
haven’t in the last week. Five percent of consumers say they never use cash and will not go
anywhere that only accepts cash.
It’s clear that consumers are shifting away from carrying cash in favor of more convenient
alternatives, such as credit and debit cards. This presents an opportunity for retailers to
capture a larger share of the purchase cycle and drive consumers back to their mobile apps by
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offering mobile payment capabilities. However, a mere 8 percent of consumers are currently using mobile passbook-like apps
to check out, suggesting that many of these apps are not well developed.
There’s a wealth of opportunities for retailers – and technology companies – who are able to take advantage of this gap in the
market and provide a convenient way for consumers to go cashless.

Consumers Are Open to New Retail Experiences
There are several new trends on the horizon that may play

Walker Sands’ 2014 Future of Retail Study found that many

a big role in the consumer retail experience in the future,

consumers will embrace this shift.

including 3D printing and a move toward a sharing economy.

Expected percentage of rental growth in 2014
Nearly 70 percent of consumers are likely
to consider trying clothing made from a

123%

113%

3D printer. Renting products instead of

129%

buying is also on the rise and is expected
to grow 46 percent across categories in
the next year.

90%
69%

Currently, the most popular items
that consumers prefer to rent instead
of buying include books (16 percent),

48%

consumer electronics (8 percent) and
tools (7 percent). These same categories

22%

15%

are expected to increase exponentially
Books
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home
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electronics

Luxury goods
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in the next year, with 32 percent of
consumers expecting to rent books, 24
percent expecting to rent tools, and
21 percent planning to rent consumer
electronics.

Source: Walker Sands’ 2014 Future of Retail Study
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I have Participated in Renting instead
of buying in the past year
37%
This shift is the result of changing consumer behaviors.

25%

The majority of consumers (51 percent) prefer to avoid
purchasing items they will not use in the long term in

22%

18-28

26-35

36-45

favor of more flexible renting options to save money or

11%

11%

46-60

61+

to give them the option to try a new service.

Source: Walker Sands’ 2014 Future of Retail Study

Preparing for Tomorrow’s Retail Challenges, Today
It’s clear that retailers have a ripe opportunity to capture

viewed as more trustworthy and transparent, which can

new customers online and increase sales through a

improve brand equity and loyalty – a valuable asset in

compelling omni-channel strategy. Incorporating free

today’s hyper-competitive market.

shipping and returns can alleviate some of the uncertainties
associated with purchasing online and motivate consumers

As shoppers become more comfortable experimenting

to spend more online.

with purchasing products online, retailers must ensure
the path to purchase is easy and enjoyable for consumers

The reality is that shoppers are willing to spend more online

on every channel – in store, online and mobile. Otherwise,

as long as it’s easy and free for them to exchange or return

consumers will shop elsewhere.

when needed. Brands that offer this service may also be
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The Walker Sands’ 2014 Future of Retail Study
Methodology
The Walker Sands’ 2014 Future of Retail Study surveyed

Walker Sands works with a large variety of retail

1,046 consumers across the U.S. on their spending

technology companies, and similar research is often

behaviors in the past year, and preferences for future

assembled for clients through the Walker Sands analytics

spending. The survey analyzed consumer behavior and

team.

preferences for making purchases online and in-store.
Responses were further broken down by demographics,
including income and gender, among others.

Retail technology is evolving at an incredibly fast pace.
Read our case studies and view our client list to see how we can help you
stand out in crowded market place.
To learn more about how Walker Sands’ unique approach to data-driven public relations, search and social media drives
leads, increases revenue and raises awareness for technology and business-to-business companies,
visit us at walkersands.com and http://www.walkersands.com/Retail-and-E-Commerce-Technology.

Contact Us

Tory Patrick

Mike Santoro

Tory Patrick is account director and lead of the retail
technology practice at Walker Sands. She has more than nine
years’ experience in B2C and B2B PR and leads strategic
planning efforts for clients, blending traditional PR with
social and search to achieve results directly aligning with
business goals.

Mike Santoro is President at Walker Sands. As President,

account director and retail practice lead

»»

Tory.Patrick@walkersands.com

President of Walker Sands

Mike has applied his expertise to assist a wide variety of
Chicago-area, national and international companies. With
an unyielding passion for results, he leads Walker Sands team
members in ensuring that we always go above and beyond
client expectations.
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Mike.Santoro@walkersands.com
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